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 “We have cause to regret that a legal concept of ‘terrorism’ was 
ever inflicted upon us. The term is imprecise; it is ambiguous; 
and above all, it serves no operative legal purpose.”

 R.R. Baxter, A Skeptical Look at the Concept of Terrorism, Akron Law Review 7 (19973/74), 380 ff. 
(380).



 “Terrorism is a term without legal significance. It is merely a 
convenient way of alluding to activities, whether of States or of 
individuals, widely disapproved of and in which either the 
methods used are unlawful, or the targets protected, or both.”

 R. Higgins, The general international law of terrorism in: R. Higgins/M. Flory, International Law 
and Terrorism, London 1997, 13 (28).



 No Agreement in International Law
 Most definitions include the following:
Threat or act of violence
 Intimidation of a civilian population
Damage to property
Threat to national security



Is it significant that the Rome Statute 
creating the International Criminal 
Court does not include a definition of 
terrorism?



 War crimes
 Crimes against humanity
 Genocide
 Rape
 Taking Hostages
 Seizure of aircraft
 Nuclear events
 Disrupting vital natural resources
 Destabalizing a national economy



 How do we distinguish between 
terrorists and freedom fighters?

 If the definition includes 
attacking the civilian population, 
can there ever be any 
justification?

 How to define a civilian?



Existing Governments “defend”

The opposition “terrorizes”



 When governments “disappear” civilians, is 
that terrorism?

 When governments target “alleged 
terrorists” and kill them, is that terrorism?



The Rohingya—Terrorists 
or Freedom fighters?

The Buddhists—Terrorists 
or defenders of their 
country?



 On a wall outside a Jewish settlement in 
Hebron, West Bank--- terrorists?

http://cpt.org/gallery/album03/02_05_03_Exterminate_the_Muslims




 Staged prolonged guerilla war 
against lawful government. 

 Executed civilians who didn’t 
believe in his revolution.

 Stole gunpowder and raided 
supply depots.

 Threatened to burn New York

 Became first President of the 
United States 

Britain considered him a terrorist.



 Played central role in violent 
resistance to the British 
Mandate of Palestine.  

 Bombed the King David Hotel 
in 1946, killing 91 people. 

 Became Prime Minister of 
Israel.

 Won the Nobel Peace Prize. 

 Britain considered him a 
terrorist.





 Caused severe economic 
interference to British interests 
in India through organized 
marches.

 Destroyed British property

 Britain considered him a 
terrorist.



 Led armed militia which 
launched guerilla attacks 
against government assets.

 27 years in prison, for sabotage, 
treason, homicide. 

 President of South Africa.

 Won the Nobel Peace prize.

 South Africa considered him a 
terrorist.



 Allegedly planned Bloody Friday 
bomb blitz of 1972 in Northern 
Ireland--130 civilians killed. 

 Allegedly planned 22 bombings.

 Became President of Sinn Fein, 
largest political party in Northern 
Ireland. 

 Member of Parliament for Belfast 
West (1983 - 1992).  

 Britain considered him a 
terrorist.



 Smuggled weapons into the 
British Mandate of Palestine 
during the 1948 Arab-Israeli 
war.

 Implicated in numerous attacks 
against Israel.

 Became Chairman of the PLO.

 Won the Nobel Peace Prize.

 Israel considered him a 
terrorist.



 Which terrorists of today will become the statesmen of 
tomorrow?

 Which statesmen of today will be remembered as terrorists?
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